
 Insight
DARREN GUIVER is managing 
director of Group 1 Automotive 
in the UK. The company’s 
portfolio covers brands that 
include Audi, BMW, Ford, 
Jaguar, Kia, Land Rover, Mini, 
Seat, Skoda, Toyota, Vauxhall 
and Volkswagen.

Guiver’s journey to the top 
reads like a Hollywood success 
story, starting with a sales 
apprenticeship and including 
numerous gambles along the 
way, including setting up his 
own retail group, before selling 
it on to Group 1, a giant of the 
US automotive retail scene.

He shares some of the 
lessons from along his journey, 
as well as highlighting a charity 
challenge he is undertaking in 
support of BEN later this year.

Your rise from sales 
apprentice to retail group 
owner to managing director 
of Group 1 is remarkable. Were 
you always going to work in 
the car industry?
“Yes, I think so. From my 
early teenage years, I was the 
one with pictures of Ferraris, 
Lamborghinis and Porsches 
on my wall. I knew pretty early 
on I wanted to go into the car 
industry straight from school.

“I actually applied for a 
technician’s apprenticeship at 
a Perry’s Ford dealership, but 
I didn’t pass the assessment. I 
ended up being a trainee sales 
exec instead – because there 
wasn’t an assessment for that!”

How do you look back on that 
apprenticeship experience?
“I’d just turned 17 and I worked 
in accounts, the PDI centre, 
on the service reception, on 
the sales floor and more. You 
name it, I did it. I was given 
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all the jobs that no one else 
wanted to do, and I had a sense 
even then that if I just got on 
with them with enthusiasm, it 
would stand me in good stead. 
Not everyone has that attitude. 
I learned a lot and stayed 
grounded, and I think it meant 
others had an opportunity to 
see something in me.

“My attitude has always been 
to take the positives from any 
adversity. If something stops 
you, I enjoy the process of 
finding a way to work around 
it. How can I get around 
that adversity and make it a 
positive, whatever the scenario 
is? I’ve never been driven by 
the financial aspect of what I 
do. It’s always been, ‘I want to 
be successful at what I do’. The 
financial bit can follow behind.”

You were a sales manager at 
age 23. What advice would 
you give to anyone wanting to 
follow in your footsteps?
“Well, I was living in Essex and 
the dealership was in Colindale, 
north London, so it wasn’t seen 
as a prime opportunity. But I 
wanted the responsibility and 
I wanted to take the next step – 
even if some of my peers didn’t 
see it as an obvious step up. 

“I very often see people in 
our business go, ‘Oh, I’ll wait 
for the Audi job to come up 
rather than take a chance 
on something else’. I don’t 
subscribe to that approach. 
Don’t narrow your field of 
vision; take what’s in front of 
you and see what you can learn. 

“As it was, I was in that role 
for only three months. An 
opportunity came up in a 
more prestigious location and, 
because I now had experience, 
they asked if I wanted to do it. 
A few times after that, I earned 
my wings selling unfashionable 
brands, in order to be 
considered for the bigger ones.”

How did your degree in retail 
automotive management at 
Loughborough fit in?
“It was an incredible 
opportunity, and I still support 
the course now because of 
what I took from it. I think 
23 of us started the course 
and seven finished; there was 
massive attrition because of 
the workload on top of your job 
requirements. But that in itself 
was a learning experience –  

‘If something 
stops you, 
I enjoy the 
process of 
finding a 
way to work 
around it’

good and they indicated that 
I could stay on and run the 
business if it went well.

“It’s funny, because people 
kept asking me how long I was 
tied in to stay on for; I wasn’t 
tied in at all, but I loved what 
I was doing and wanted to 
stay on. My main concern was 
Group 1 saying, ‘We don’t like 
you actually, Darren. You’re not 
all you’re cracked up to be, so if 
you don’t mind, could you step 
off?’ So far, so good.

No temptations to take up golf 
and live in the sun?
“None. I sold one day and 
was back as an employee the 
next. I love the job. I love the 
people. I get such a great sense 
of satisfaction and pride out 
of someone being successful. 
Seeing individuals in the 
business grow and flourish over 
the years and become leaders 
of their own businesses gives 
me a significant glow. It’s three 
years now since Group 1 bought 
in, and there isn’t a day I don’t 
enjoy the challenges.”

Talking of challenges, you’ve 
accepted a goal of ‘cycling’ 
166 miles along the Thames 
on a self-propelled waterbike, 
along with Jon Wakefield 
(outgoing Volvo Cars UK 
managing director) and Tim 
Tozer (Allianz UK CEO). How’s 
the training going?
“Well, we’re doing it in support 
of BEN, the motor industry 
charity, and it was a pleasure 
to be asked and – hopefully 
– to raise lots of money for 
the charity. I’m training on a 
Wattbike, which is torture but 
also a good guide, because it 
gives me all the stats on which 
leg is doing what and so on. 
Because I’m pedalling a belt 
to power a propeller, there’s 
a sweet spot of return versus 
effort. Finding that sweet spot 
is key, because if you push 
too hard, you create a lot 
more froth but not a lot more 
forward power.

“I’m looking forward to it. 
The support has been fantastic 
and the donations are coming 
in. I didn’t know the other two 
well, but I’m enjoying it.”

For more information on the 
2019 Epic Thames Waterbike 
Ride, go to justgiving.com/
fundraising/benilc2019Jaguar and Land Rover are just two of the brands in the Group 1 portfolio

if only to decide how much 
work is enough. You don’t 
always need top marks; you just 
need to get through and juggle 
the challenges you have.

“It was gruelling. I remember 
the nights driving home, 
pulling up and eating while 
I read the books or wrote the 
essay. But I think it gave me a 
different level of thinking.

“That’s one reason why 
Group 1 sponsors three 
students on the course each 
year. The main thing I learned 
was to slow down – not to 
live on my nerves and make 
quick decisions, but to analyse 
the facts and make the right 
decision when I was ready. The 
balance shifted; I learned to 
make less instinctive decisions 
and became more strategic in 
my thinking.”

How did you move from 
manager to business owner?
“I was running 10 sites for HR 
Owen at the time, five of which 
were Audi. They felt it was  

hard to make money on an 
Audi site in London – and don’t 
forget, this was a bit before 
Audi really took off and became 
the brand it is today.

“Anyway, they were looking 
to sell them off and, sure 
enough, the five non-Audi  
sites went. That made Audi 
nervous, and they approached 
me and said, ‘We’d rather be in 
control of this with someone 
we know and like, so why don’t 
you make an offer’.

“It was one of the most 
daunting conversations I’ve 
had. I went into the owner’s 
office and asked if there was 
a chance. He smiled, said 
someone else had made a 
generous offer but if I could 
match it then I could have 
them. My business partner 
Kim Richardson and I laid 
everything on the line. I 
was nervous, remortgaging, 
borrowing all that money. 
Few of the sites had been 
established long, so they didn’t 
even have data that we could 
draw on to pull in customers. 
Hindsight says we knew what 
we were doing buying Audi 
dealerships… but no one knew 
that at the time.”

You built that business up 
spectacularly, and then sold  
to Group 1?
“I wasn’t particularly looking 
to sell, but I had a number of 
approaches from companies 
that I said no to, because I 
didn’t feel they’d be a fit for 
me personally. I didn’t want 
to stop. But the Group 1 offer 
felt right. The timing was good, 
the flexibility they offered was 
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Top 20 most-read new car 
reviews on whatcar.com

In the wake of being 
named our 2019 overall 
Car of the Year, the 
electric Kia e-Niro was 
the subject of the  
most-read review on 
whatcar.com in April. 

The e-Niro is one of the 
first truly viable electric 
cars for everyday family 
use, and this ranking no 
doubt reflects that fact. 
Curiously, the electric 
version of its Hyundai 
Kona cousin doesn’t 
feature in this table.

SUVs occupy 15 spots 
within the top 20, a 
notable high flyer being 
the new Toyota RAV4 in 
second place. It’s the 
second of four hybrid or 
electric models in the 
top 20, the others being 
the Hyundai Ioniq and 
Toyota C-HR.

New entries this month, 
besides the RAV4 and 
Ioniq, include the 
Volkswagen T-Cross and 
Audi Q5 – two of 10 VW 
Group models featured.

1 s Kia e-Niro 
2 s Toyota RAV4 
3 t Seat Arona 
4 s Nissan Qashqai 
5  –  Volvo XC40
6 t Seat Ateca 
7 t Skoda Karoq 
8 t Volkswagen T-Roc 
9 s Hyundai Ioniq
10 t Suzuki Vitara
11 s Volkswagen T-Cross 
12 s Volkswagen Polo 
13 t Mercedes-Benz A-Class 
14 t Mazda CX-5 
15 t Toyota C-HR
16 t Audi Q2
17 s Audi Q5
18 t Range Rover Evoque
19 t Volkswagen Tiguan
20 s Skoda Kodiaq

Interest in the new 
Toyota RAV4 hybrid 
is strong, topped 

only by the electric 
Kia e-Niro

To run 
bespoke brand 

reports using 
whatcar.com 
market data, 

please contact 
insights@

haymarket.com

https://www.whatcar.com/reviews/
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Top 20 most searched-for new car 
reviews by brand on whatcar.com

Volkswagen returned to the top during the quieter 
month of April following March’s registration plate 
change. Last month’s leader, BMW, fell to second 
place, while its sales performance places it fifth. 
Interest in Audi remains high, with more new models 
coming through the pipeline following delays 
caused by the new WLTP testing requirements.

Skoda and Seat continue to rank higher in 
whatcar.com searches than they do in sales terms, 
ranking sixth and seventh respectively on this metric 
rather than their respective 12th and 14th spots in 
the sales chart. The same applies to Volvo, which 
ranked 10th in searches and 15th in sales.

1 s Volkswagen 2 9.4
2 t BMW 5 6.8
3 t Audi 3 7.7
4  – Mercedes-Benz 4 7.3
5 s Ford 1 11.2
6 s Skoda 12 3.5
7 t Seat 14 3.0
8 s Kia 7 4.6
9 s Toyota 10 3.8
10 t Volvo 15 2.5
11 s Hyundai 8 4.0
12 t Nissan 9 3.9
13  – Vauxhall 6 6.6
14 t Land Rover 11 3.5
15  – Peugeot 13 3.5
16 s Mazda 22 1.3
17 s Honda 18 1.8
18  – Suzuki 23 1.3
19 s Citroën 16 2.3
20 s Renault 17 2.0

Brand          UK sales ranking                Market %, Apr ’19

Volkswagen and 
Skoda are two 

brands on the up, 
thanks to models 
such as T-Cross 

and Kodiaq 

To run 
bespoke brand 

reports using 
whatcar.com 
market data, 

please contact 
insights@

haymarket.com

https://www.whatcar.com/reviews/
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Top 10 most popular new car  
first drives on whatcar.com
1 Skoda Scala
2 Honda CR-V Hybrid
3 Volkswagen Golf GTI TCR
4 Land Rover Discovery Sport Landmark Edition
5 Toyota RAV4
6 BMW 330e Plug-in
7 Ford Focus Active
8 Mazda 3
9 BMW X5
10 Kia Proceed

Honda CR-V Hybrid 
is a What Car? 

group test winner; 
GTI TCR is a worthy 
swansong for the 
current VW Golf 

The strength of Skoda’s brand appeal is 
evident in the Scala’s position at the top of 
this table – and it isn’t even an SUV but a 
family hatchback, rivalling the Ford Focus. 

Electrified models are less prominent this 
month than last, but the hybrid version of 
Honda’s CR-V is the second most popular first 
drive, while BMW’s plug-in hybrid 330e is sixth. 
Performance models are represented solely 
by the Volkswagen Golf GTI TCR, but it places 
high in this chart, in third place.

Skoda Scala is a 
highly competitive 

new rival for the Ford 
Focus and VW Golf

For further 
insight from 

whatcar.com’s 
unique  

website data, 
please contact

insights@
haymarket.com

https://www.whatcar.com/reviews/
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Top 10 most popular features and 
advice stories on whatcar.com 

What Car? readers are clearly aware of the cost of 
depreciation, because a feature highlighting the 
slowest depreciators was the second most popular 
read after the best and worst hybrids guide, which 
is consistently the most popular advice article. The 
10 fastest-depreciating cars advice also attracted 
plenty of interest in fifth place. 

The rise of electric cars is evident in the ranking for 
the guide to the best and worst of them. Used car 
guides again featured strongly, with advice on the 
best and worst estates being perennially popular.

1 Best and worst hybrids
2 The 10 slowest-depreciating cars
3 The UK’s most misunderstood road signs
4 Best and worst electric cars
5 The 10 fastest-depreciating cars
6 What Car Reliability Survey 2018
7 Best used small cars and the ones to avoid
8 Best used estates and the ones to avoid
9 Best small cars and the ones to avoid
10 Best and worst family SUVs

Reliability is never 
far from readers’ 

minds, if our 
survey’s ranking is 

any indication

Our electric car 
guide rates highly 

and is likely to 
garner even more 
interest in future

For further 
insight from 

whatcar.com’s 
unique  

website data, 
please contact

insights@
haymarket.com

https://www.whatcar.com/news/


Top 10 most popular new car lease 
searches by brand on whatcar.com

Top 10 most popular new car lease 
searches by model on whatcar.com

Mercedes made a big push 
in April, propelling it from 
fourth place to the top spot, 
and by some margin. Seat 
performed a similar ascent, 
rising from sixth to second, 
ahead of Volkswagen.

JLR continues to feature 
prominently, Land Rover rising 
one spot to fourth, while 
Jaguar enters this top 10. 
Premium marques account 
for six of the 10; the highest-
placed volume brand is Seat.

The propellant behind 
Mercedes’ rise to the top of 
these charts is the A-Class, 
with TV-advertised personal 
lease deals delivering plenty 
of interest on whatcar.com. 
The A-Class accounted 
for more than half of the 
enquiries on the site in April.

Similar deals lifted the Seat 
Leon to second place from 
third last month. Also notable 
is the new Range Rover 
Evoque’s fourth place.

1 s Mercedes-Benz
2 s Seat
3 t Volkswagen
4 s Land Rover
5 t Audi
6 s Volvo
7 t BMW
8 s Jaguar
9 t Nissan
10 t Ford

1 s Mercedes-Benz A-Class
2 s Seat Leon
3 t Volkswagen Golf
4 s Range Rover Evoque
5 t Volkswagen Tiguan
6 s Suzuki Swift 
7 s Volvo XC60
8 s Mazda MX-5
9 s Volvo XC40
10 s Volkswagen T-Roc

Reader awareness 
of Mercedes’ 
leasing deals  
has shot up

Personal lease 
deals on the 
A-Class have been 
widely advertised

7

For further 
insight from 

whatcar.com’s 
unique  

website data, 
please contact

insights@
haymarket.com

https://www.whatcar.com/car-leasing/
https://www.whatcar.com/car-leasing/


Source: Google Analytics

For further 
insight and 

more exclusive 
whatcar.com 
market data, 

please contact 
insights@

haymarket.com
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The second-generation Vauxhall 
Zafira has an unfortunate history of 
occasionally catching fire, due to a 
defective heater fan design. It has 
now been recalled for a fourth time, 
with a small number of the 235,000 
cars still being unrectified. 

On sale from 2005-2014, the Mk2 
Zafira is a popular used car search 
on whatcar.com, which registered a 
substantial spike over the four days 
following the story’s appearance. 

What Car?’s power to inform 
Vauxhall Zafira recall

Mk2 Zafira has been 

recalled yet again over 

a potential fire risk
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Ford, Volkswagen, 
Vauxhall and Volvo  
each had two cars in  
this list of our popular 
used car reviews in  
April, while BMW had 
three with its X3, X5  
and 3 Series ranges 
– good for drawing 
customers into dealers’ 
used car displays. 

However, it was  
Nissan that topped the 
chart, thanks to the 
Qashqai family SUV – 
with the absence of any 
other model from this 
brand underlining its 
increasing dependence 
on one model. 

There were two luxury 
SUVs in the shapes of 
the Porsche Cayenne 
and BMW X5, the  
20-year lives of these 
two bringing them 
within reach of many 
more buyers. But small 
runabouts, such as 
the Ford Fiesta and 
Volkswagen Polo, also 
featured strongly.

1  –   Nissan Qashqai
2 s  Ford Fiesta
3  –   Mercedes-Benz C-Class
4 t  Volkswagen Polo
5  –   Land Rover Freelander
6 t Ford Focus
7 s BMW X3
8  –   Vauxhall Astra
9 s BMW X5
10  –   Volvo V50
11  –   BMW 3 Series
12 s Jaguar F-Pace
13 s Honda Civic
14  –   Audi A3
15 s Porsche Cayenne
16 s Mazda CX-5
17 s Vauxhall Corsa
18 s Honda CR-V
19 s Volvo XC60
20 t Volvo V50

Many buyers 
looking for a small 

runabout are 
seeking out the 
Ford Fiesta first

Nissan Qashqai is  
high on many used car 
buyers’ shopping list

Top 20 most popular used car 
reviews on whatcar.com

To run 
bespoke model 

reports using 
whatcar.com 
market data, 

please contact 
insights@

haymarket.com

https://www.whatcar.com/used-reviews
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For further 
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more exclusive 
whatcar.com 
market data, 

please contact 
insights@

haymarket.com
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New emissions rules came into 
force on 8 April, imposing a £12.50 
additional daily charge on pre- 
Euro 6 diesels and pre-Euro 4 
petrol vehicles entering London’s 
Congestion Charge zone. In 
October, the reach of the zone  
will be extended. 

Despite being a regional story, this 
report attracted plenty of readers 
in early April and continued to 
inform them, at a lower rate, for  
the rest of the month. 

What Car?’s power to inform 
London’s Ultra Low Emission Zone

Higher-polluting cars are 
now charged extra to 
enter central London 
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£

£

Target Price Top 10 highest %  
new car discounts this month

Target Price Top 10 new car 
discount reductions this month

1 Citroën C4 Spacetourer 1.5 BlueHDi 130 Feel 24.0%
2 Volkswagen Passat 1.5 TSI Evo 150 S DSG 23.4%
3 Mercedes-Benz SL 400 AMG Line 22.1%
4 Vauxhall Mokka X 1.4T Ecotec Active 21.9%
5 Vauxhall Astra 1.0T Ecotec SRi  21.8%
6 Seat Mii 1.0 Design 5dr  21.2%
7 Nissan Juke 1.6 (112) Acenta  20%
8 Volkswagen Touran 1.6 TDI 115 S 20%
9 Seat Leon 1.0 TSI SE  19%
10 Mitsubishi Outlander 2.2 DI-D Juro  18.9%

1 Vauxhall Corsa 1.4 (75) SRi Nav 3dr -11.8%
2 Ford Kuga 2.0 TDCi Zetec 2WD auto -10.3%
3 Suzuki Ignis 1.2 Dualjet SHVS SZ5 -5.5%
4 Mitsubishi ASX 1.6 Juro  -5%
5 Kia Niro 1.6 GDi Hybrid 2 DCT  -4.4%
6 Renault Clio 0.9 TCE 90 Play  -3.5%
7 Kia Sorento 2.2 CRDi KX-1  -3.2%
8 Vauxhall Astra Design range  -2%
9 Toyota Prius+ range  -1.3%
10 Honda Civic range  -0.5%

These are the largest discounts revealed by What 
Car?’s mystery shoppers in the past month, and 
typically highlight slow-selling and run-out models, 
or occasionally, models in which there is a fierce 
manufacturer-driven battle for market share.

These are the discounts that have reduced by the 
greatest amount over the past month, as found by What 
Car?’s mystery shoppers. Quite often they represent a 
reduction in incentives on a heavily discounted model, 
but they can also signal increased demand for that car.

Discounts on 
certain versions of 

the Ford Kuga 
were a lot smaller 

in April

To learn 
more about 
What Car?’s 
Target Price 

analysis data, 
please contact

insights@
haymarket.com

https://www.whatcar.com/news/target-price/
https://www.whatcar.com/news/target-price/
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£ Target Price this month
Analysis of new car incentives

n The average Target Price 
discount increased for the 
third month running, to 
7.7%, or £2518 per car.

n The average 
manufacturer PCP deposit 
contribution also climbed, 
from £1427 per car last 
month to £1607 – a 12.6% 
increase. Combined with a 
cash discount, the average 
Target Price discount can 
be as much as £4125.

n The three most 
discounted cars were in the 
luxury (£12,218), executive 
(£5942) and coupé 
(£5373) segments.

n While bigger discounts 
are good for buyers, Brexit 
uncertainty could force 
dealers and manufacturers 
into still-deeper cuts in  
an effort to deter buyers 
from delaying.
 

n It’s a disappointing 
development for the 
industry, given the recently 

reduced discounting, 
which has restored 
some dealer profitability. 
Manufacturers would  
prefer to raise PCP interest 
rates as a currency and 
Brexit hedge, too. 

n Citroën was the biggest 
discounter, with an average 
of 13.5% off, followed by 
Volkswagen (11.1%) and 
Vauxhall (10.8%).

n Just over 12% of all new 
cars were available with 
a 0% PCP deal – a mild 
decline. Ford, Suzuki, Toyota 
and Volvo led with this deal 
on up to half their models.

Bexit outcome 
could have a 

massive impact  
on the size of 

future discounts

Target Price is 
researched by 

What Car?’s team  
of mystery shoppers. 

To find out more, 
please contact

insights@
haymarket.com

https://www.whatcar.com/news/target-price/
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£ Target Price this month
Estate cars and executive cars

Estate cars
n Estates are among the 
more heavily discounted 
vehicle types, averaging 
9.3% (£2907 per car). This 
is a fifth higher than the 
market average.

n PCP deposit contributions 
are also higher than 
average, at £2100 per car. 
Combined with a cash 
discount, the average 
saving is £5007 (21% higher 
than the market average).

n Seven estates are 
currently offered with 
double-digit discounts, 
including the Volkswagen 
Passat at 20.2% (£6100), 
Vauxhall Astra (14.9%, or 
£3589) and Seat Leon 
(13.9%, or £3477).

n Zero per cent PCP deals 
are available on the 
Ford Mondeo and Toyota 
Corolla estates.

n Volkswagen offers the 
most generous deposit 

contribution, at £3500 on 
the Passat.  

Executive cars
n Average Target Price 
discounts have increased 
slightly to 9% (£3454 per 
car), placing this segment 
fourth behind luxury cars, 
MPVs and estates.

n With an increasing array 
of premium SUVs, dealers 
are having to discount 
more deeply to win sales. 
Manufacturer support 
includes an average 
£2488 deposit contribution 
in tandem with 
their 4.4% APR PCP. 
That’s a combined 
average reduction 
of £5942 – 44% 
higher than the 
market average.

n Four models are 
offered with double-
digit cash discounts; 
the biggest is 13.9% 
(£5133) on the 
Volkswagen Arteon.

Double-digit 
discounts are 

available on the 
Vauxhall Astra 

Sports Tourer and 
Volkswagen Arteon 

Target Price is 
researched by 

What Car?’s team  
of mystery shoppers. 

To find out more, 
please contact

insights@
haymarket.com

https://www.whatcar.com/news/target-price/
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The 100% Electric New Nissan LEAF. SIMPLY AMAZING. VISIT TRUEMPG.COM

True MPG
Real-world range tests

Since launching True MPG What Car? has tested 
over 1000 cars in real-world conditions, using 
cutting-edge test equipment to establish the real-
world fuel economy of new cars. What Car’s True MPG 
data has now been used by over three million visitors to 
the website since April 2012.

 1 Vauxhall Astra 1.6 CDTi Ecotec  67.3/56.3
 2 Seat Leon 1.6 TDI 110  57.6/56.0
 3 Renault Kadjar 1.5 dCi 115  65.7/55.2
 4 Ford Mondeo 1.5 TDCi Econetic  78.5/53.7*
 5 BMW 420d Coupé  49.6/52.0
 6 Nissan Qashqai 1.5 dCi 115  53.3/51.9
7 Vauxhall Insignia Grand Sport 1.6 55.4/51.8
8 Kia Sportage 1.7 CRDi  61.4**/51.4
 9 VW Touran 1.6 TDI 115  61.4/50.9
 10 Audi A5 Coupé 40 TDI  54.3**/50.8
*Now deleted  **NEDC data

 Make and model  Official (WLTP)/True MPG 

Every one of these 10 most economical diesels achieves 
more than 50mpg, the best of them decisively so, with 
the Vauxhall Astra managing 56.3mpg. There’s a much 
wider scattering of numbers when it comes to the official 
combined fuel economy figures, partly because some 
figures were calculated on the old NEDC basis. Those 
tested on the NEDC/WLTP hybrid basis come closer to 
their True MPG figures, and the BMW 420d coupé actually 
betters it, by a useful 2.4mpg. Farthest adrift is the 
Volkswagen Touran 1.6 TDI; its 50.9 True MPG is 
disappointing against an official 61.4mpg.

Most economical diesels

True MPG uses
a real-world test

route but is
conducted on

test rigs at
Millbrook to
ensure test

repeatability
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Cross-shopping on whatcar.com

The Evoque, freshly into its second generation, 
faces three strong competitors at the start of 
buyers’ consideration process. The Audi Q3 
is considered by 19.2% of potential Evoque 
buyers, the Volvo XC40 by 16.6% and the BMW 
X1 by 10.2%. At the end of the consideration 
process, willingness to buy the Q3 and the 
X1 drops to 12.8% and 6.5% respectively, but 
interest in the XC40 rises slightly, to 17.8%.

Surpassing this is the Land Rover Discovery 
Sport, which climbs from 9.0% to 19.9%, a 
more than doubling of interest. Other models 
making gains, if at a lower level of interest,  
are the Audi Q5 and Jaguar E-Pace, while the 
Volkswagen Tiguan remains unchanged.

Range Rover Evoque
Alternatives looked at by potential buyers

Evoque’s main 
competition ends 

up being from  
its sibling, the 

Land Rover 
Discovery Sport

For further 
insight from 

whatcar.com’s 
unique  

website data, 
please contact

insights@
haymarket.com

https://www.whatcar.com
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Cross-shopping on whatcar.com

The Seat Arona faces even stronger 
competition than the Range Rover Evoque 
(see left), with four rivals enjoying double-
digit levels of interest at the start of buyers’ 
consideration period. All four remain at 
double-digit levels by the end of that period, 
with interest in the Volkswagen T-Roc rising to 
16.9%, the Seat Ateca to 16.2% and the Suzuki 
Vitara to 13.1%. Only the Kia Stonic drops, 
from 13.4% to 11.8%.

Among the rest, interest in the Audi Q2 rises, 
almost to double-digit figures at 9.9%, but 
all the remaining models slightly lose their 
appeal, the Mazda CX-3 and Citroën C3 
Aircross in particular.

Seat Arona
Alternatives looked at by potential buyers

Seat Arona has 
several strong 

rivals that 
maintain the 
interest of 

potential buyers

For further 
insight and 

more exclusive 
whatcar.com 
market data, 

please contact 
insights@

haymarket.com

https://www.whatcar.com
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1  s Mercedes-Benz A-Class
2 t Seat Arona
3 t Volkswagen Polo
4 s Skoda Karoq
5 t Volkswagen Golf
6  – Volkswagen T-Roc
7 s Kia Picanto
8 s Volvo XC40 petrol
9  s  Volkswagen T-Cross
10  s Ford Focus
11 t Seat Ateca
12 t Ford Fiesta
13 t Seat Ibiza
14 s Suzuki Vitara
15 s Hyundai Ioniq
16 s Volvo XC40 diesel
17 s Audi A1
18  t Volkswagen Tiguan
19 s  Range Rover Evoque
20  – Mazda CX-5

Mercedes A-Class  
is tempting the 
most customers, 
while the Suzuki 

Vitara has 
bounced back

The Mercedes A-Class was the individual model 
generating the most customer leads during April; 
it was in third place in March. The Seat Arona was 
displaced by the A-Class, dropping to second spot. 

The top 10 models were largely the same as in 
March, with the exception of the Kia Picanto, which 
rose from 11th to seventh place. In the bottom half 
of the top 20, the most notable change is the return 
of the Suzuki Vitara in 14th place, while the Audi Q2 
has been bumped out by the Audi A1. 

While the list of brands generating the most leads 
(see right) is largely unchanged from March, it’s 
worth noting that Jaguar has reappeared in 16th 
place, knocking Citroën out of the top 20.

New Car Buying: cars generating the 
most leads from buyers at whatcar.com

New Car
Buying

To find out  
more about the 

What Car? 
New Car Buying 
service, contact 

insights@
haymarket.com

https://www.whatcar.com/new-car-deals
https://www.whatcar.com/new-car-deals
https://www.whatcar.com/new-car-deals
https://www.whatcar.com/new-car-deals
https://www.whatcar.com/new-car-deals
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These leads are generated by the more 
than 300 dealers now participating in the 
New Car Buying marketplace, which links 
our readers to franchised dealers willing 
to match or beat Target Prices. 

It’s notable that the bulk of sales 
are being generated by deals at or 
marginally below our suggested Target 
Price. The Target Price for a model is set 
our research team of mystery shoppers, 
who assume a fair price for both dealer 
and buyer. Manufacturer-specific reports 
on the leads being generated can be 
made available on request. 

New Car Buying: brands generating the 
most leads from buyers at whatcar.com

The Volkswagen 
brand remains  
the strongest  

lead generator; 
Volvo has edged 

back up

 Insight

What Car? 
is the UK’s premier 

destination for 
in-market car 

buyers.

Every month, 
more than two 

million potential 
car buyers visit 

our website.

To date, car 
buyers have watched 

our video reviews 
more than 

70 million times.

We have more 
than 240,000 
followers on 
social media.

Our magazine is 
purchased by more 

than 50,000 car
buyers each month.

To learn more, 
contact insights@ 
haymarket.com

1  – Volkswagen
2 s   Audi
3 t Seat
4  – Mercedes-Benz
5  – Skoda
6 s   BMW
7  – Kia
8 s   Volvo
9 t Ford
10  – Toyota
11  – Hyundai
12 s Land Rover
13 t Mazda
14 s  Suzuki
15  – Honda
16 s  Jaguar
17 s  Nissan
18 t  Vauxhall
19 t Peugeot
20 t  Dacia

https://www.whatcar.com/new-car-deals


Find out how you can reach these in-market buyers  
with the What Car? New Car Buying service, which  
has just received a facelift and even more power

Increase your sales 

and margins with What Car?
New Car Buying

More than 20 million people visit What Car?  
every year to research their next car

Avoid a race to the 
lowest price. Deals are 
based on What Car?’s 

Target Price, which 
represents a fair price 

for the consumer  
and the dealer

We encourage  
more leads for  

you by protecting  
consumer privacy 

with direct 
communication  
on our platform

A pricing model 
that gives you 

a far more
cost-effective ROI

compared 
with other 
channels

Visit: whatcar.com/increasemysales


